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Turkey

Turkey

Feather

Sweet Potato

Turkey Feather

Feather

Haircut

Sticker Sort

Sack Race

Relay

Thread
What’s a turkey
without its
feathers?

Time

Use the turkey’s
colorful feathers to
help sort the
matching stickers.

Turkey Hokey

Thanksgiving

What is

Pokey

Vocabulary

Gratitude?

Jam along to this
exciting song &
dance!

Harvest Goop

Sensory

This turkey’s
feathers have
gotten too long,
time for a haircut!

Is it a liquid or a
solid? Let’s find
out!

It’s so much fun
learning about the
holiday!

Sand and
Water Play
Use your
imagination and
see where it takes
you.

Explore the
meaning of
gratitude and the
many things we
are grateful for.

Tea Time
A cup of tea for
you and a cup of
tea for me!

A Thanksgiving
twist to a crowd
favorite game!

Thankful
Family, friends,
toys and more. It’s
so much to be
thankful for!

Harvest
Sensory Box
Our world is full of
textures. Let’s
explore some!

Help these feathers
get to the finish line
using only a straw.

Gratitude
Meditation
Create a calm place
and practice bringing
the feeling of
gratitude wherever
you go.

Sweet or Sour?
Trying new foods
can be tons of fun.

Story Time

Arts and
Creativity

Give Thanks

Bear Says

Thank You,

Thanksgiving

Llama Llama

for Each Day

Thanks

Thanksgiving

is Here!

Gives Thanks

There are so many Bear shows how
things to be
thankful he is for
thankful for.
his friends by
making them a
feast to share.

A last-minute
What a great day
errand turns into a to be with family &
trip of thankfulness friends!
& gratitude.

Turkey

Turkey

Feathers of

Turkey

Handprint

Fingerplay &

Thanks

Wreath

Poem

Songs

Who knew your
handprint could
become a turkey!

Sing along to
these turkey tunes
about
Thanksgiving.

What are you
thankful for?

Wreaths are a
great welcome to
family & friends
especially during
the holidays!

Thanksgiving may
only come once a
year, but in Llama’s
family, giving thanks
is always here!

Draw & Tell
Enjoy this special art
activity showing the
many things you are
thankful for.

